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NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24
Screamin’ Eagle® Performance

Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow
Titanium Slip-On Mufflers

Realize a significant weight reduction and a deep, sporty exhaust tone with these Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Street Cannon mufflers, designed specifically to fit on '17-later Touring models.

- These mufflers weigh 30% less than the Original Equipment mufflers
- Oval shape maintains Original Equipment lean angle
- Titanium mufflers and Forged Carbon Fiber end caps are both lightweight and durable
- Matte black finish with laser etched Screamin’ Eagle® logo
- Complements other lightweight Forged Carbon Fiber accessories
- 49-state U.S. EPA compliant
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 64901365
Fits '17-later Touring models. Does not fit Trike or California models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow Air Cleaner – Circle
Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow Air Cleaner Kits allow free breathing and unobstructed airflow to your Milwaukee-Eight® engine. Your engine gets more air, and you can feel more power throughout the rev range.

- Extreme open-face design and K&N washable oiled-cotton filter for maximum airflow in the iconic performance style of a classic center-bolt filter shape. Designed to flow 20% more air than the Original Equipment air cleaner and eliminates the air cleaner cover.
- Designed to feed a large displacement engine enough clean air that can support output of over 150hp
- Standard rain sock keeps water, dust, and debris from contacting your air filter. Extra insurance when riding in the elements.
- Save money over the long run. Wash and re-oil this filter instead of buying replacement filters.
- Includes the gloss-black finished die-cast back plate, an open-face washable oiled-cotton filter element, and all required installation gaskets and hardware
- All models require ECM calibration with Screamin’ Eagle Pro Street Tuner for proper installation
- 49-state U.S. EPA compliant
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

**Part Number:** 29400488
Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit California models.
**Screamin’ Eagle Extreme Center-Bolt Intake Cover – Black**

Add some performance style to your Screamin’ Eagle Extreme Circle Air Cleaner with this five-spoke cast aluminum cover.

- Die cast air cleaner cover with stepped machining inside five-spoke design
- Durable Gloss Black powder coat finish

**Part Number:** 61301362

Fits models powered by Milwaukee-Eight engine equipped with Screamin’ Eagle Center-Bolt Round Extreme-Flow Air Cleaners.
Screamin' Eagle® Performance

Screamin' Eagle Extreme Center-Bolt Intake Cover – Chrome
Add some performance style to your Screamin' Eagle Extreme Circle Air Cleaner with this five-spoke cast aluminum cover.

- Die cast air cleaner cover with stepped machining inside five-spoke design
- Brilliant Chrome finish

Part Number: 61301363
Fits models powered by Milwaukee-Eight engine equipped with Screamin' Eagle Center-Bolt Round Extreme-Flow Air Cleaners.
Screamin' Eagle® Extreme Air Filter & Air Cleaner Trim

Never throw away another air filter. This washable and reusable performance air filter is specifically designed for increased air flow. Remove the miles of collected dust, dirt, and debris from the filter to reuse it trip after trip.

- Factory engineered to be a perfect replacement and upgrade over the Original Equipment air filter
- Provides 25% more air flow to the engine than the Original Equipment filter to allow the engine to breathe in nearly all types of riding conditions
- Extreme filter face provides an 8% pleated surface area increase as compared to the Original Equipment filter
- Washable and reusable—simply clean, dry and re-oil
- Realize savings on cost of replacement filters
- Kit includes Screamin’ Eagle air cleaner face plate
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 29400495

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE models. Does not fit California models.
Screamin’ Eagle High-Flow Air Filter & Air Cleaner Trim

Never throw away another air filter. This washable and reusable performance air filter is specifically designed for increased air flow. Remove the miles of collected dust, dirt, and debris from the filter to reuse it trip after trip.

- Factory engineered to be a perfect replacement and upgrade over the Original Equipment air filter
- Provides 36% more air flow to the engine than the Original Equipment filter to allow the engine to breathe in nearly all types of riding conditions
- Provides a 22% pleated surface area increase as compared to the Original Equipment filter
- Washable and reusable—simply clean, dry and re-oil
- Realize savings on cost of replacement filters
- Kit includes Screamin’ Eagle air cleaner face plate
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 29400494

Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Does not fit California models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Performance

Screamin’ Eagle High-Flow Air Filter & Air Cleaner Trim

Never throw away another air filter. This washable and reusable performance air filter is specifically designed for increased air flow. Remove the miles of collected dust, dirt, and debris from the filter to reuse it trip after trip.

- Factory engineered to be a perfect replacement and upgrade over the Original Equipment air filter
- Provides 25% more air flow to the engine than the Original Equipment filter to allow the engine to breathe in nearly all types of riding conditions
- Provides a 6% pleated surface area increase as compared to the Original Equipment filter
- Washable and reusable—simply clean, dry and re-oil
- Realize savings on cost of replacement filters
- Kit includes Screamin’ Eagle air cleaner face plate
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information

Part Number: 29400499

Fits ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit California models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Stage II Kit – Black

The high-performance SE8-511 camshaft profile, initially developed for the Milwaukee-Eight 121 High Output engine, delivers a high-octane performance boost for 117ci models. Designed for the horsepower junkie in mind, this camshaft kit will build additional horsepower @ 4000 RPM and continues to build by up to 21% increase at redline.

- Ideal for high octane riders that consistently push their vehicle to the upper RPM range
- Produces greater acceleration in the mid and upper RPM range
- Includes adjustable pushrods that allow SE8-511 camshaft installation without removing the cylinder heads, significantly reducing installation time and cost
- Kit includes Screamin’ Eagle® High-Capacity Lifters
- Black pushrod tubes to match Black engine finish
- Retains Original Equipment Factory Warranty
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 92500132 (Black)

Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Factory equipment on ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit California models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Stage II Kit – Chrome
The high-performance SE8-511 camshaft profile, initially developed for the Milwaukee-Eight 121 High Output engine, delivers a high-octane performance boost for 117ci models. Designed for the horsepower junkie in mind, this camshaft kit will build additional horsepower @ 4000 RPM and continues to build by up to 21% increase at redline.

- Ideal for high octane riders that consistently push their vehicle to the upper RPM range
- Produces greater acceleration in the mid and upper RPM range
- Includes adjustable pushrods that allow SE8-511 camshaft installation without removing the cylinder heads, significantly reducing installation time and cost
- Kit includes Screamin’ Eagle® High-Capacity Lifters
- Chrome pushrod tubes to match Chrome engine finish
- Retains Original Equipment Factory Warranty
- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 92500133 (Chrome)
Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Factory equipment on ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit California models.

Screamin’ Eagle SE8-511 Cam
Same camshaft specifications as the Milwaukee-Eight® 121 High Output engine camshaft.

- Screamin’ Eagle products are not available for sale and are not street legal in all countries. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Part Number: 25400476
Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Factory equipment on ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit California models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Performance

Screamin’ Eagle® Timer Cover Medallion – Stage I 117ci

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 117 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- 117 Stage I
- Complements Chrome or Black engine finish

Part Number: 14102070

Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models.
Screamin’ Eagle® Performance

Screamin’ Eagle Timer Cover Medallion – Stage II 117ci
Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 117 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- 117 Stage II
- Complements Chrome or Black engine finish

Part Number: 14102071
Fits ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Screamin’ Eagle Timer Cover Medallion – Stage II 121ci

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 121 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- 121 Stage II
- Complements Chrome or Black engine finish

**Part Number:** 14102072

Fits ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models.
Screamin' Eagle® Timer Cover Medallion – Stage I 121VVT

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 121 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- 121 Stage I VVT
- Complements Chrome or Black engine finish

**Part Number:** 14102073

Fits ’23-Later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE and ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models
Screamin’ Eagle® 135 Derby Cover

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 135 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- Durable black finish matches black engine or contrasts with chrome engine finishes.

**Part Number:** 25701480

Fits ’16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits ’07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.
Screamin’ Eagle® Performance

**Screamin’ Eagle® 135 Derby Cover**

Brag a little. Let the world know you're running 135 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- Brilliant chrome finish matches chrome engine or contrasts with black engine finishes.

**Part Number:** 25701517

Fits '16-later Touring and Trike and '15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits '07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.
Screamin' Eagle® 131 Derby Cover

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 131 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- Durable black finish matches black engine or contrasts with chrome engine finishes.

**Part Number:** 25701573

Fits ’16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits ’07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.
Screamin’ Eagle® 131 Derby Cover

Brag a little. Let the world know you’re running 131 cubic inches of Harley-Davidson® V-Twin performance.

- Brilliant chrome finish matches chrome engine or contrasts with black engine finishes.

Part Number: 25701574

Fits ‘16-later Touring and Trike and ‘15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits ‘07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.

M18 Oxygen Sensor Installation Tool

Plug-in extension cable is wired to allow installation of the Screamin’ Eagle Smart Tune PRO Automatic Tuning Module hardware on specific models. No splicing or soldering is required.

Part Number: 14900150
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Stage I Saddlebag Speakers

Amplify your audio experience with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage I speakers. These high-performance two-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted tweeter. Each speaker is rated to handle up to 75 watts of power. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with a black badge. These speakers deliver a significant upgrade in sound quality and power over the Original Equipment components.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Speakers mounted in saddlebag lids surround rider and passenger with sound and increase the over-all volume of the audio system.
- Vibration-tested 5x7” waterproof 4 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and bridge-mounted 25mm Tweeter.
- Requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids.
- Complete kit includes left and right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001291

Fits ’24-later FLHX & FLTRX models. Installation requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids.
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Stage II Saddlebag Speakers

Step up to the ultimate motorcycle audio experience. Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II speakers deliver ultra-clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. These amplified three-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted Midrange and Tweeter speakers. Each speaker unit is rated to handle up to 150 watts of power and designed to deliver outrageous volume with less distortion for amazing sound even at highway speeds. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Speakers mounted in saddlebag lids surround rider and passenger with sound and increase the overall volume of the audio system.
- Vibration-tested 5x7” waterproof 2 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and 20mm Tweeter and 30mm Midrange speaker.
- Requires separate purchase of Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids.
- Complete kit includes left and right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®.

Part Number: 76001292

Fits ’24-later FLHX & FLTRX models. Factory equipped on ’23-later FLHXSE & FLTRXSE and ’24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Installation requires separate purchase of Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids.
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate Stage III Saddlebag Speakers

Feel the ultimate in audio power. Increase performance of the Harley-Davidson® Audio system with these 6” x 9” speakers designed specifically to fit the redesigned saddlebag lids of '23-later CVO™ Street Glide® and CVO™ Road Glide® models. Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage III speakers deliver ultraclear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass.

- Largest and most powerful saddlebag speakers ever offered by Harley-Davidson increase bass and volume with a simple speaker swap
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time
- Vibration-tested 6” x 9” waterproof 2-ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a massive high-flux Neodymium magnet and 20mm Tweeter and 30mm Midrange speaker
- Each speaker unit is rated to handle up to 250 watts of power and designed to deliver outrageous volume with less distortion for amazing sound even at highway speed
- Speaker elements angled to the rider’s head enable an even better audio experience
- Easy plug-and-play installation in the original speaker opening
- Kit includes left and right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging
- Requires separate purchase of Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001299

Fits '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. For installation on '23-later FLHXSE & FLTRXSE models, purchase P/N 76001231. Installation requires separate purchase of Saddlebag Speaker Install Kit P/N 76001300, Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294, Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids.
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit

The Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit includes all the hardware and wiring harnesses required to install a Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Saddlebag Speaker Kit.

- For use with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage I, Stage II or Stage III Saddlebag Speaker Kits
- Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® speakers are sold separately
- Requires separate purchase of Left and Right Color Matched Saddlebag Speaker Lids and Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001300

Fits ‘24-Later FLHX, FLTRX, & FLTRXSTSE models.
Harley-Davidson® Audio Powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Amplify your audio experience with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage I speakers. These high-performance two-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted tweeter. Each speaker is rated to handle up to 75 watts of power. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with a black badge. These speakers deliver a significant upgrade in sound quality and power over the Original Equipment components.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Vibration-tested 6.5” waterproof 4 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and bridge-mounted 25mm tweeter.
- Requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
- Complete kit includes retainers, hardware, Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001295

Fits ’24-later FLHX models. Installation requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Stage II Fairing Speakers

Step up to the ultimate motorcycle audio experience. Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II speakers deliver ultra-clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. These amplified three-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted Midrange and Tweeter speakers. Each speaker unit is rated to handle up to 150 watts of power and designed to deliver outrageous volume with less distortion for amazing sound even at highway speeds. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Vibration-tested 6.5” waterproof 2 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and 20mm Tweeter and 30mm Midrange speaker.
- Requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
- Complete kit includes retainers, hardware, Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®.

**Part Number:** 76001296

Fits ’24-later FLHX models. Factory equipped on ’23-later FLHXSE models. Installation requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Stage I Fairing Speakers

Amplify your audio experience with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage I speakers. These high-performance two-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted tweeter. Each speaker is rated to handle up to 75 watts of power. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with a black badge. These speakers deliver a significant upgrade in sound quality and power over the Original Equipment components.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Vibration-tested 6.5” waterproof 4 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofer cones with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and bridge-mounted 25mm Tweeter.
- Requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
- Complete kit includes retainers, hardware, Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001297

Fits ’24-later FLTRX models. Installation requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Stage II Fairing Speakers

Step up to the ultimate motorcycle audio experience. Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II speakers deliver ultra-clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. These amplified three-way speakers feature a durable injection molded woofer and a separate bridge-mounted Midrange and Tweeter speakers. Each speaker unit is rated to handle up to 150 watts of power and designed to deliver outrageous volume with less distortion for amazing sound even at highway speeds. Designed to fit perfectly in the Original Equipment speaker housing, each kit includes Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.

- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Vibration-tested 6.5” waterproof 2 ohm speakers feature injection molded woofers with a high-flux Neodymium magnet and 20mm Tweeter and 30mm Midrange speaker.
- Requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
- Complete kit includes retainers, hardware, Left and Right speakers and premium grilles with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® badging.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®.

Part Number: 76001298

Fits '24-later FLTRX models. Factory equipped on '23-later FLTRXSE and '24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Installation requires separate purchase of Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® - Primary Amplifier P/N 76001294.
Harley-Davidson® Audio
Powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate - Primary Amplifier - 500W

With more power, and higher performance than ever before, the Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® audio system pushes the boundaries of audio output on your next ride. Let's talk about power and performance – this purpose-built 4-channel amplifier produces amazing output even with its small footprint, 125 watts per channel – 500 watts in total. This supercharged integrated digital DSP amplifier provides all the audio amplification you are looking for.

- Designed for easy plug-and-play replacement of original equipment 200 watt amplifier
- Superior thermal management is designed to run all day and never run out of power, all without impacting the bike’s electrical system
- Element Ready™ design is purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time
- This is the primary amplifier for all Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage two-speaker or four-speaker systems (see fitment)
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 76001294

Fits ‘24-later FLHX & FLTRX models. Factory equipped on ‘23-later FLHXSE & FLTRXSE and ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models.

Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Road Glide® 3 Amplifier Installation Kit

Includes components required for installation of the Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Road Glide® 3 Amplifier for a Road Glide® 3 model.

- For use with Primary Amplifier Kit P/N 76000997
- Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® speakers are sold separately

Part Number: 76001361

Fits ‘23-later FLTRT models. For use with Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Amplifier Kit P/N 76000997.
Harley-Davidson Packtalk Edge

Developed in partnership with Cardo, the leader in wireless communication systems, the Harley-Davidson Packtalk Edge premium headset features the latest generation of Cardo DMC (Dynamic Mesh Communication). With a one-mile (1.6km) rider-to-rider range and a DMC group range of up to five miles (8km), keeping the conversation going has never been easier or clearer. The universal Bluetooth® 5.2 intercom allows you to pair with any other Bluetooth intercom headset and the auto-reconnect ensures you don’t have to manually re-pair if you ride out of range from your group. The magnetic Air Mount system provides simple, easy, and secure magnetic mounting from the Packtalk Edge unit to the mount on your helmet. The over-the-air software updates allow you to use the Cardo Connect App to download and install the latest software directly to your Packtalk Edge, no cables needed. The headset is waterproof and will not be damaged in the rain and features 40mm JBL speakers.

- Second-generation Dynamic Mesh Communication (DMC) with unparalleled intercom sound quality, easy pairing and robust performance
  - Rider-to-rider range: up to 1 mile / 1.6km
  - DMC group range: up to 5 miles / 8km
- H-D Exclusives:
  - VOX “Voice-Operated Exchange” functionality between the rider and passenger
  - H-D headsets leverage A2DP protocol to provide superior wide band communication for improved call quality and enhanced Voice Recognition (VR) experience
  - Integrated vehicle volume control with headset control
  - JBL 40mm stereo speakers for excellent audio quality
  - Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate Stage I Speakers P/N 76001137 (sold separately) and custom tune available for even more low-end bass with exceptional sound quality
  - Bluetooth® 5.2 pairs with any other Bluetooth intercom headset plus auto-reconnect and HD Live Bluetooth® intercom
  - 2 Bluetooth channels to connect with mobile phone or GPS devices
  - Waterproof headset for all-weather riding
  - Over-the-Air software updates do not require a cable

- Air Mount system provides simple, easy and secure magnetic mounting from your Packtalk Edge to the mount kit on your helmet. Natural Voice Operation allows for “hey Cardo” functionality instead of using buttons
- Natural Voice Operation allows for “hey Cardo” functionality instead of using buttons
- Automatic Volume Control can automatically adjust your volume level based on ambient noise
- Unique roller-wheel interface and control panel for intuitive operation
- Up to 13 hours talk-time and 10 days stand-by charge
- Charging time up to 2 hours for full charge; Fast Charging for 2 hours of talk after 20-minute charge
- Multilingual status announcements
- FM radio with RDS and six station memory
- Cardo Connect App compatible with iOS and Android

Part Number: 76001367

Fits most Harley-Davidson full face and 3/4 helmets. Also compatible with half helmets with separate purchase of Packtalk Edge/Line Half Helmet Kit P/N 76001386.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24
Wireless Headsets

Harley-Davidson Packtalk Edge - Dual Pack
Developed in partnership with Cardo, the leader in wireless communication systems, the Harley-Davidson Packtalk Edge premium headset features the latest generation of Cardo DMC (Dynamic Mesh Communication). With a one-mile (1.6km) rider-to-rider range and a DMC group range of up to five miles (8km), keeping the conversation going has never been easier or clearer. The universal Bluetooth® 5.2 intercom allows you to pair with any other Bluetooth intercom headset and the auto-reconnect ensures you don’t have to manually re-pair if you ride out of range from your group. The magnetic Air Mount system provides simple, easy, and secure magnetic mounting from the Packtalk Edge unit to the mount on your helmet. The over-the-air software updates allow you to use the Cardo Connect App to download and install the latest software directly to your Packtalk Edge, no cables needed. The headset is waterproof and will not be damaged in the rain and features 40mm JBL speakers.

- Package with two Packtalk Edge communication devices
- Second-generation Dynamic Mesh Communication (DMC) with unparalleled intercom sound quality, easy pairing and robust performance
- Rider-to-rider range: up to 1 mile / 1.6km
- DMC group range: up to 5 miles / 8km
- H-D Exclusives:
  - VOX “Voice-Operated Exchange” functionality between the rider and passenger
  - H-D headsets leverage A2DP protocol to provide superior wide band communication for improved call quality and enhanced Voice Recognition (VR) experience
  - Integrated vehicle volume control with headset control
  - JBL 40mm stereo speakers for excellent audio quality
  - Harley-Davidson Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate Stage I Speakers P/N 76001137 (sold separately) and custom tune available for even more low-end bass with exceptional sound quality
  - Bluetooth® 5.2 pairs with any other Bluetooth intercom headset plus auto-reconnect and HD Live Bluetooth® intercom
  - 2 Bluetooth channels to connect with mobile phone or GPS devices
  - Waterproof headset for all-weather riding
  - Over-the-Air software updates do not require a cable
  - Air Mount system provides simple, easy and secure magnetic mounting from your Packtalk Edge to the mount kit on your helmet
  - Natural Voice Operation allows for “hey Cardo” functionality instead of using buttons
  - Automatic Volume Control can automatically adjust your volume level based on ambient noise
  - Unique roller-wheel interface and control panel for intuitive operation
  - Up to 13 hours talk-time and 10 days stand-by charge
  - Charging time up to 2 hours for full charge; Fast Charging for 2 hours of talk after 20-minute charge
  - Multilingual status announcements
  - FM radio with RDS and six station memory
  - Cardo Connect App compatible with iOS and Android

Part Number: 76001372
Fits most Harley-Davidson full face and 3/4 helmets. Also compatible with half helmets with separate purchase(s) of Packtalk Edge Line Half Helmet Kit P/N 76001386.
Harley-Davidson Freecom 2x
Developed in partnership with Cardo, the leader in wireless communication systems, the Harley-Davidson Freecom 2x headset features 40mm JBL speakers for outstanding sound quality and the latest Bluetooth® 5.2 connection technology. The over-the-air software updates allow you to use the Cardo Connect App to download and install the latest software directly to your Freecom 2x, no cables needed. The Freecom 2x will keep you connected to your passenger or another rider and enhance the experience of any ride.

• Supports intercom communication between a passenger and the rider, or rider to rider with a range of 0.5 miles/800m
• Bluetooth® 5.2 pairs with any other Bluetooth intercom headset plus auto-reconnect

H-D Exclusives:
• VOX “Voice-Operated Exchange” functionality between the rider and passenger
• H-D headsets leverage A2DP protocol to provide superior wide band communication for improved call quality and enhanced Voice Recognition (VR) experience
• Integrated vehicle volume control with headset control
• JBL 40mm stereo speakers for excellent audio quality
• 2 Bluetooth channels to connect with mobile phone or GPS devices
• Phone features include make/receive/reject calls, speed dial, conference call with intercom
• Waterproof for all-weather riding
• Over-the-Air software updates do not require a cable
• Automatic Volume Control can automatically adjust your volume level based on ambient noise
• Natural Voice Operation allows for “hey Cardo” functionality instead of using buttons
• Easy-to-use control wheel
• Up to 13 hours talk-time and 10 days stand-by charge
• Charging time up to 2 hours for full charge; Fast Charging for 2 hours of talk after 20 minute charge
• USB type-C charging connection
• FM radio with RDS
• Cardo Connect App compatible with iOS and Android

Part Number: 76001365
Fits most Harley-Davidson full face and 3/4 helmets. Also compatible with half helmets with separate purchase(s) of Freedom Line Half Helmet Kit P/N 76001371.
Harley-Davidson Freecom 4x
Developed in partnership with Cardo, the leader in wireless communication systems, the Harley-Davidson Freecom 4x headset provides premium features in a slim and compact design with the ability to connect up to 4 riders at a range of 0.75 miles and to use voice commands (Natural Voice Operation). This full-feature unit offers Live Intercom with auto-reconnect, Over-the-Air software updates, a USB type-C charging connector and the latest Bluetooth® 5.2 technology. 40mm JBL speakers provide exceptionally clear and loud audio for reliable communication and crisp music reproduction.

- Intercom communication up to 4 riders (Range: 0.75 miles/ 1.2km)
- Bluetooth® 5.2 pairs with any other Bluetooth intercom headset plus auto-reconnect
- H-D Exclusives:
  - VOX “Voice-Operated Exchange” functionality between the rider and passenger
  - H-D headsets leverage A2DP protocol to provide superior wide band communication for improved call quality and enhanced Voice Recognition (VR) experience
  - Integrated vehicle volume control with headset control
  - JBL 40mm stereo speakers for excellent audio quality
  - 2 Bluetooth channels to connect with mobile phone or GPS devices
  - Phone features include make/receive/reject calls, speed dial, conference call with intercom
  - Waterproof for all-weather riding
- Over-the-Air software updates do not require a cable
- Automatic Volume Control can automatically adjust your volume level based on ambient noise
- Easy-to-use control wheel
- Up to 13 hours talk-time and 10 days stand-by charge
- Charging time up to 2 hours for full charge; Fast Charging for 2 hours of talk after 20 minutes
- Multilingual status announcements
- FM radio with RDS and six station memory
- Cardo Connect App compatible with iOS and Android

Part Number: 76001366
Fits most Harley-Davidson full face and 3/4 helmets. Also compatible with half helmets with separate purchase(s) of Freedom Line Half Helmet Kit P/N 76001371.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG ’24
Wireless Headsets

Harley-Davidson Freecom 4x – Dual Pack
Developed in partnership with Cardo, the leader in wireless communication systems, the Harley-Davidson Freecom 4x headset provides premium features in a slim and compact design with the ability to connect up to 4 riders at a range of 0.75 miles and to use voice commands (Natural Voice Operation). This full-feature unit offers Live Intercom with auto-reconnect, Over-the-Air software updates, a USB type-C charging connector and the latest Bluetooth® 5.2 technology. 40mm JBL speakers provide exceptionally clear and loud audio for reliable communication and crisp music reproduction.

- H-D Exclusives:
  - VOX “Voice-Operated Exchange” functionality between the rider and passenger
  - H-D headsets leverage A2DP protocol to provide superior wide band communication for improved call quality and enhanced Voice Recognition (VR) experience
  - Integrated vehicle volume control with headset control
  - JBL 40mm stereo speakers for excellent audio quality
  - 2 Bluetooth channels to connect with mobile phone or GPS devices
  - Phone features include make/receive/reject calls, speed dial, conference call with intercom
  - Waterproof for all-weather riding
- Over-the-Air software updates do not require a cable
- Automatic Volume Control can automatically adjust your volume level based on ambient noise
- Easy-to-use control wheel
- Up to 13 hours talk-time and 10 days stand-by charge
- Charging time up to 2 hours for full charge; Fast Charging for 2 hours of talk after 20 minutes
- Multilingual status announcements
- FM radio with RDS and six station memory
- Cardo Connect App compatible with iOS and Android

Part Number: 76001373
Fits most Harley-Davidson full face and 3/4 helmets. Also compatible with half helmets with separate purchase(s) of Freedom Line Half Helmet Kit P/N 76001371.
Packtalk Edge Line Half Helmet Kit
The Packtalk Edge Half Helmet Kit gives riders an extra-long boom mic and allows you to mount your Harley-Davidson Packtalk Edge headset to a half helmet.

- Flexible extra-long boom microphone
- Suitable for all half helmets
- Easy installation
- Compatible with the Packtalk Edge
- Includes mic, cradle/mount and mounting hardware
- Communicator unit and speakers not included

Part Number: 76001386
Fits most Harley-Davidson half helmets.
Wireless Headsets

Freecom Line Half Helmet Kit
The Freecom Line Half Helmet Mount Kit gives riders an extra-long boom mic to better suit a wide variety of riding scenarios and helmet types. The added boom length makes adding a Harley-Davidson Freecom 2x or Freecom 4x communicator more effective on half helmets.

- Bluetooth cradle and boom mic for Harley-Davidson Freecom 2x and Freecom 4x communicators
- Extra-long boom mic designed for half helmets and other helmets with less than 3/4 coverage
- Perfect for helmets that force the Bluetooth communicator pod farther away from user’s mouth
- Includes mic, cradle/mount and mounting hardware
- Communicator unit and speakers not included

Part Number: 76001371
Fits most Harley-Davidson half helmets.

Harley-Davidson Embedded Navigation
Digital license for activation of Skyline™ OS Embedded Navigation function using on-board Wi-Fi, allowing the motorcycle to communicate to the Cloud to obtain the key to unlock the NAV feature.

- Activates Skyline™ OS Embedded Navigation features
- Includes Embedded Navigation Cloud updates* of mapping, traffic and weather. Please see www.h-d.com/nav for full Terms & Conditions

Part Number: 76100034
Harley-Davidson® Audio Powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II 4-Speaker Kit
Step up to the ultimate motorcycle audio experience. Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II speakers deliver ultra clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. This complete 4-speaker system is conveniently packaged and ready for installation.

- Includes: Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II Fairing Speakers and 5x7” Stage II Saddlebag Speakers, Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® 500 watt Primary Amplifier and Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit and all required installation hardware
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 50700120
Fits ’24-later FLHX models.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24

Harley-Davidson® Audio Powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II 4-Speaker Kit

Step up to the ultimate motorcycle audio experience. Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II speakers deliver ultra clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. This complete 4-speaker system is conveniently packaged and ready for installation.

- Includes: Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II Fairing Speakers and 5x7" Stage II Saddlebag Speakers, Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® 500 watt Primary Amplifier and Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit and all required installation hardware.
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time.
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 50700121

Fits '24-later FLTRX models.
Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® 4-Speaker Kit

Take your audio experience to the limit. Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage III 6x9” saddlebag speakers are the largest and most powerful saddlebag speakers ever offered by Harley-Davidson. Paired with Stage II fairing speakers this system delivers incredible volume with ultra clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. This complete 4-speaker system is conveniently packaged and ready for installation.

- Includes: Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II Fairing Speakers and 6x9” Stage III Saddlebag Speakers, Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® 500 watt Primary Amplifier and Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit and all required installation hardware
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 50700122
Fits ’24-later FLHX models.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24

Harley-Davidson® Audio Powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II+ 4-Speaker Kit

Take your audio experience to the limit. Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage III 6x9” saddlebag speakers are the largest and most powerful saddlebag speakers ever offered by Harley-Davidson. Paired with Stage II fairing speakers this system delivers incredible volume with ultra clear highs, super clean mids, and ground thumping bass. This complete 4-speaker system is conveniently packaged and ready for installation.

- Includes: Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® Stage II Fairing Speakers and 6x9” Stage III Saddlebag Speakers, Harley Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate® 500 watt Primary Amplifier and Saddlebag Speaker Installation Kit and all required installation hardware
- H-D Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate products are garage-ready in most cases. Following installation, simply configure your new system using the Skyline™ OS touchscreen prompts.
- Purpose-built for the harsh motorcycle environment to stand up to water, dirt, UV, and motorcycle vibration, to help ensure that your audio system will stand the test of time
- Learn More about Harley-Davidson® Audio powered by Rockford Fosgate®

Part Number: 50700123
Fits ’24-later FLTRX models.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Rider Footboards – Clear Anodized
- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502483
Fits ’12-’16 FLD, ’00-’17 FL Softail®, ’00-later Touring (except FLHTCUL and FLHTKL), and ’09-’13 Trike models. Installation on ’00-’17 Softail® FLS, FLSS, FLSTFB, FLSTFBS and FLSTN models requires separate purchase of Jiffy Stand P/N 50087-07A. Not for use with Ergo Jiffy Stand P/N 50000091 or Jiffy Stand Extension Kit P/N 50233-00, 50000008 or 50000023.

Switchback Collection Rider Footboard Kit – Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502527
Fits ’18-later FL Softail models equipped with rider footboards.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Rider Footpegs – Clear Anodized
- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502577
Fits rider position on ‘18-later FLSB, FXBB, and FXLR, and ‘20-later FXBBS, FXLRS, FXLRST, FXRST, and FXST models.

Switchback™ Collection Rider Footpegs – Clear Anodized
- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502505
Fits rider position on ‘18-later FXBR and FXBRS models.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Footpegs – Clear Anodized
• Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
• Cutouts for lightweight style
• Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502501
Fits models in passenger and highway peg positions. Does not fit the rider and passenger position for ’18-later Softail models.

Switchback™ Collection Rider Footpegs – Clear Anodized
• Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
• Cutouts for lightweight style
• Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502470
Fits passenger position on ’20-later LiveWire and ’18-later Softail models.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Mini Footboard & Mount Kit – Clear Anodized
- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Includes required mounting kit
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502669
Fits ‘09-later Touring models.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Shifter Peg – Clear Anodized
• Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
• Cutouts for lightweight style
• Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 33600412
Fits all models (except '06-'17 VRSC models with forward controls and '08-'13 XR models).
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Large Brake Pedal Pad – Clear Anodized
- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600547
Fits '12-'16 FLD, '86-'17 FL Softail and '80-later Touring and Trike models.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Large Brake Pedal Pad – Clear Anodized
- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600555
Fits ‘18-later FL Softail models equipped with rider footboards.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Small Brake Pedal Pad – Clear Anodized

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600563
Fits ’18-later FLSB, FXBR and FXBRS models. Also fits ’18-later Softail models equipped with Billet Style Rear Brake Lever for Forward Controls P/N 41600218, 41600219 and 41600220.
Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Hand Grips (Non-Heated) – Clear Anodized
• Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
• Textured rubber surfaces for positive grip
• Authentic Bar & Shield logo on the end cap
• Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
• Sold as a pair
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56100559
Fits ‘16-‘17 FXDLS and ‘16-later Softail® models, ‘11-‘12 FLSTSE, ‘14-‘15 FLSTNSE, ‘13-‘14 FXSBSE, ‘16-‘17 FXSE and ‘08-‘23 Touring (except ‘18-later FLTRXSE and ‘23 FLHXSE) and Trike models.

Switchback Collection Hand Grips (Non-Heated) – Clear Anodized
• Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
• Textured rubber surfaces for positive grip
• Authentic Bar & Shield logo on the end cap
• Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
• Sold as a pair
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56100565
Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24

Switchback Collection

Switchback™ Collection Clear Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Raw aluminum is protected with a durable clear anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Mirrors – Clear Anodized
- Bright raw aluminum is protected by a durable clear anodized finish
- Knurled insert for performance style
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56000344
Fits ’82-later models (except models equipped with a Revolution Max engine, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.

Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Mirrors – Black Anodized
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Knurled insert for performance style
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56000343
Fits ’82-later models (except models equipped with a Revolution Max engine, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Rider Footboards – Black Anodized

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502476

Fits ‘12-’16 FLD, ‘00-’17 FL Softail®, ‘00-later Touring (except FLHTCUL and FLHTKLU), and ‘09-’13 Trike models. Installation on ‘00-’17 Softail® FLS, FLSS, FLSTFB, FLSTFBS and FLSTN models requires separate purchase of Jiffy Stand P/N 50087-07. Not for use with Ergo Jiffy Stand P/N 50000091 or Jiffy Stand Extension Kit P/N 50233-00, 50000008 or 50000023.

Switchback Collection Rider Footboard Kit – Black Anodized

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502526

Fits ‘18-later FL Softail models equipped with rider footboards.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Rider Footpegs – Black Anodized
- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502504
Fits rider position on ’18-later FXBR and FXBRS models.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Footpegs – Black Anodized

- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502500

Fits models in passenger and highway peg positions. Does not fit the rider and passenger position for ’18-later Softail models.

Switchback™ Collection Rider Footpegs – Black Anodized

- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502576

Fits rider position on ’18-later FLSB, FXBB, and FXLR, and ’20-later FXBBS, FXLRS, FXLRSST, FXRST, and FXST models.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection
Passenger Footpegs – Black Anodized

- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502469
Fits passenger position on '18-later FLSB, FXBB, FXBBS, FXBR, FXBRS, FXLR, FXLRS, FXLRST, FXRST and FXST models.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Mini Footboard & Mount Kit – Black Anodized
- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Includes required mounting kit
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50502668
Fits ’09-later Touring models.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback™ Collection Shifter Peg – Black Anodized

- Aggressive knurled surface for performance style and a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 33600411

Fits all models (except ’06-’17 VRSC models with forward controls and ’08-’13 XR models).
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized
Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Large Brake Pedal Pad – Black Anodized
• Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
• Cutouts for lightweight style
• Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
• Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600546
Fits ’12-’16 FLD, ’86-’17 FL Softail and ’80-later Touring and Trike models.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Large Brake Pedal Pad – Black Anodized

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600554

Fits ’18-later FL Softail models equipped with rider footboards.

Switchback Collection Small Brake Pedal Pad – Black Anodized

- Black rubber inserts for a positive grip while riding
- Cutouts for lightweight style
- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 50600562

Fits ’18-later FLSB, FXBR and FXBRS models. Also fits ’18-later Softail models equipped with Billet Style Rear Brake Lever for Forward Controls P/N 41600218, 41600219 and 41600220.
Switchback™ Collection Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. Forged billet aluminum with heavy knurled texture and grippy rubber surfaces for the positive control aggressive riders demand. Aluminum is protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

Switchback Collection Hand Grips (Non-Heated) – Black Anodized

- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Textured rubber surfaces for positive grip
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo on the end cap
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Sold as a pair
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56100558
Fits ’16-’17 FXDLS and ’16-later Softail® models, ’11-’12 FLSTSE, ’14-’15 FLSTNSE, ’13-’14 FXSBSE, ’16-’17 FXSE and ’08-’23 Touring (except ’18-later FLTRXSE and ’23 FLHXSE) and Trike models.

Switchback Collection Hand Grips (Non-Heated) – Black Anodized

- Aluminum is protected by a durable black anodized finish
- Textured rubber surfaces for positive grip
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo on the end cap
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Sold as a pair
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 56100564
Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Switchback Collection Timer Cover – Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. This forged billet aluminum cover features heavy knurled and machined texture protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

- Durable black anodized finish
- Knurled and machined details for added contrast
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

Part Number: 25600165

Fits ’17-later Milwaukee-Eight® engine-equipped models (except ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE).
Switchback Collection Derby Cover – Black Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. This forged billet aluminum cover features machined textured details protected with a durable black anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

- Durable black anodized finish
- Machined textured details for added contrast
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

**Part Number:** 25701521

Fits ’18-later FLSB and ’19-later Softail® models. Also fits ’18 Softail models equipped with Narrow Profile Primary Cover P/Ns 25701077, 25700913, 25700937, 25700941, 25701039, 25701040 and 25701043.

**Part Number:** 25701519

Fits ’16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits ’07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.
Switchback Collection Timer
Cover – Clear Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. This forged billet aluminum cover features heavy knurled and machined texture protected with a durable anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

- Durable dual-anodized black and raw aluminum finish
- Knurled and machined details for added contrast
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

**Part Number:** 25600166

Fits ’17-later Milwaukee-Eight® engine-equipped models (except ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE).
Switchback Collection

Switchback Collection Derby Cover – Clear Anodized

Put performance first with Switchback Collection accessories. This forged billet aluminum cover features machined textured details protected with a durable anodized finish. These lightweight designs won’t slow you down.

- Durable dual-anodized black and raw aluminum finish
- Machined textured details for added contrast
- Authentic Bar & Shield logo
- Includes mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Switchback™ Collection

**Part Number:** 25701522

Fits ’18-later FLSB and ’19-later Softail® models. Also fits ’18 Softail models equipped with Narrow Profile Primary Cover P/Ns 25701077, 25700913, 25700937, 25700941, 25701039, 25701040 and 25701043.

**Part Number:** 25701520

Fits ’16-later Touring and Trike and ’15-later FLHTCUL and FLHTKL models. Also fits ’07-later Touring and Trike models equipped with Narrow-Profile Outer Primary Cover P/N 25700385 or 25700438.
Willie G Skull Teardrop Mirrors – Chrome
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement other Willie G Skull Collection Accessories, these teardrop-shaped mirrors feature the Willie G Skull with surrounding Harley-Davidson Motorcycles script.

- Beautifully chrome-plated mirrors
- Laser-etched convex glass
- Black-filled graphics
- Teardrop shape improves rearward visibility
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware

Part Number: 56000394
Fits ’82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-'16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-'13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Mirrors

Willie G Skull Teardrop Mirrors – Black
Add a little attitude to your ride. Styled to complement other Willie G Skull Collection Accessories, these teardrop-shaped mirrors feature the Willie G Skull with surrounding Harley-Davidson Motorcycles script.

- Black finish
- Laser-etched convex glass
- Teardrop shape improves rearward visibility
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware

Part Number: 56000406
Fits '82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, '14-'16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, '11-'13 FLHTCUSE, '14-later FLHTKSE and '18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.

Profile Custom Mirrors – Satin Black – Solid Stem
These billet-style mirrors feature a low-profile swept back design with a shape that tucks in close to the hand controls.

- Satin black with solid stem
- Teardrop shape provides excellent rearward visibility
- Slim lines add a true custom touch
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware

Part Number: 56000135A
Fits '82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, '14-'16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, '11-'13 FLHTCUSE, '14-later FLHTKSE and '18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
'66 Collection Round Mirrors

The look is timeless and authentic. The handcrafted style of the '66 Collection accessories combines a durable gloss black finish with brushed aluminum highlights inspired by a classic Harley-Davidson tank emblem. Here’s an alternative to bright chrome or blacked out styles that will set your bike apart from the crowd.

- Durable gloss black finish with brushed aluminum highlights
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the '66 Collection

**Part Number:** 56000262A

Fits '82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, '14-'16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, '11-'13 FLHTCUSE, '14-later FLHTKSE and '18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Empire Collection Mirrors – Black

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Black anodized finish
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

Part Number: 56000294A

Fits ‘82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ‘14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ‘11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ‘14-later FLHTKSE and ‘18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.

Empire Collection Mirrors – Chrome

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Chrome finish
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

Part Number: 56000301A

Fits ‘82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ‘14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ‘11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ‘14-later FLHTKSE and ‘18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Empire Collection Mirrors – Black With Machined Highlights

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Black machine cut finish
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

**Part Number:** 56000305A

Fits ’82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.

Profile Custom Mirrors – Slotted Stem

Billet-style mirror features a low-profile swept back design, slotted stem, and a laser etched Harley-Davidson® script on mirror back.

- Teardrop shape provides excellent rearward visibility, and the slim lines add a true custom touch
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware

**Part Number:** 91697-06B

Fits ’82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Split Vision Mirrors
See even more of the world that you just passed. This exclusive-design Split Vision Mirror minimizes blind spots and provides a wide panoramic rear view of the left and right lanes, and the road behind you.

- Features a large primary panel for normal view, and a second outboard convex panel for a wider field of vision
- Chrome-plated to a brilliant shine
- Adds a contemporary touch to the traditional teardrop design
- Deep embossed Harley-Davidson® script and curving slotted stem
- Includes left and right mirrors and mounting hardware

Part Number: 92190-06A
Fits ’82-later models (except Revolution Max engine-equipped models, VRSCF, XG750A, ’14-’16 FLHR, FLHRC and FLHRSE, ’11-’13 FLHTCUSE, ’14-later FLHTKSE and ’18-later FLTRXSE). Does not fit XL1200X models with mirrors mounted below the handlebar.
Fairing Plug Kit
This set of two plugs fill the Original Equipment mirror holes when replacing the Original Equipment mirrors on select Street Glide models.

Part Number: 57300413
Fits '23-later FLHXSE and '24-later FLHX models.
Empire Collection Hand Grips – Black

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Black anodized finish
- Inset classic Harley-Davidson branding
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

Part Number: 56100605

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Empire Collection Hand Grips – Black With Machined Highlights

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Black machine cut finish
- Inset classic Harley-Davidson branding
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

Part Number: 56100606

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Empire Collection Hand Grips – Chrome

Raise the stakes. Deep grooves add eye-catching depth and detail to the rich black anodized finish on this complete collection of hand and foot controls. Executed in durable cast and billet aluminum, the Black Empire™ Collection adds captivating custom detail that complements other black and machine cut accessories.

- Chrome finish
- Inset classic Harley-Davidson branding
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Add the complete collection, or start with one component and build your custom ride

**Part Number:** 56100607

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Adversary Collection Hand Grips – Black With Orange

A look to match your riding style – precise, refined and technical. Premium Adversary Collection accessories are crafted in forged billet aluminum with a durable dual-anodized black and orange finish for crisp contrast and colorful detail. The look is aggressive and performance driven. Step up to the next generation of customization.

- Durable dual-anodized black finish with orange highlights
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Requires separate purchase of Endcaps (qty 2)
- Models with Bar End Mirrors require separate purchase of P/N 55801095 (qty 2)
- Sold as a pair
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Adversary Collection

Part Number: 56100616

Fits ’23-later FLHXS and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Adversary Collection Hand Grips – Graphite With Machined Highlights

A look to match your riding style – precise, refined and technical. Premium Adversary Collection accessories are crafted in forged billet aluminum. The durable graphite finish contrasts with machined highlights revealing brilliant aluminum for crisp contrast and sharp detail. The look is aggressive and performance driven. Step up to the next generation of customization.

- Durable graphite finish with bright machined aluminum highlights
- Glueless design permits removal for servicing without damage
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Models with Bar End Mirrors require separate purchase of P/N 65801095 (qty 2)
- Sold as a pair
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Adversary Collection

Part Number: 56100617

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLH, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Adversary Collection Heated Hand Grips – Black With Orange Highlights

Combine style and comfort for cool morning or frigid night rides. These grips feature three heat settings (High, Med, Low) and are thermostatically controlled to ensure the selected temperature is maintained during the ride.

- A flexible PCB heating element allows even distribution of heating
- Independent temperature sensing and control for left and right grips
- Three heat settings – HIGH/MEDIUM/LOW – are controlled by LH grip button or touch screen and indicated through the motorcycle display screen
- Rubber provides a positive grip while riding
- Durable dual-anodized black finish with orange highlights
- Sold as a pair
- Complete this custom look with additional accessories from the Adversary Collection

Part Number: 56100619

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX and FLTRXSTSE models. Installation on some ‘24 Street Glide and Road Glide models may require a Digital Technician update by a Harley-Davidson dealer; see your local dealer for details.
Kahuna Collection Hand Grips – Black
Understated but powerful, the Kahuna Collection’s rich gloss black surface is surrounded by deeply grooved, rich black rubber. A red Bar & Shield logo adds the finishing touch.

- Gloss Black finish
- Features gloss black surfaces surrounded by rich black rubber that provides grip and traction where needed
- Styled to complement other Kahuna Collection Accessories

Part Number: 56100705
Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.

Kahuna Collection Hand Grips – Chrome
Understated but powerful, the Kahuna Collection’s rich gloss black surface is surrounded by deeply grooved, rich black rubber. A red Bar & Shield logo adds the finishing touch.

- Chrome finish
- Smooth, gloss like surface is surrounded by deeply grooved rich, black rubber that provides grip and traction where needed
- Styled to complement other Kahuna Collection Accessories

Part Number: 56100706
Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Batwing Tallboy® Handlebar

The Batwing Tallboy® Handlebar is shaped to provide a tall rider with the ideal combination of shoulder, elbow and wrist position for a long day in the saddle.

- Extensively tested by a panel of riders between 5’-11” and 6’-3” tall
- Provides a higher hand location when the installed bar is rotated to its forward position
- Designed and developed in conjunction with the Harley-Davidson® Tallboy® seat for Touring models
- All models require separate purchase of additional components
- Street Glide® models and models with fairing-mount mirrors require separate purchase of handlebar-mounted mirrors and fairing plugs
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801493 Chrome

**Part Number:** 55801494 Black

Fits '23-later FLHXSE and '24-later FLHX models. Requires separate purchase of additional components, including handlebar mounted mirrors.
Batwing Reach® Handlebar
The Batwing Reach® Handlebar is shaped to provide all-day riding comfort for smaller stature riders. The Reach handlebar was ergonomically designed to provide the ideal combination of shoulder position, elbow bend and wrist angle.

- Extensively tested with panels of riders that stand 5’-1” to 5’-5” tall
- Bar brings the grips 1.5 inches lower
- Shape delivers a relaxed wrist angle for reduced arm fatigue
- All models require separate purchase of additional components
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

Part Number: 55801491 Chrome
Part Number: 55801492 Black

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and ‘24-later FLHX models. Requires separate purchase of additional components.
Road Glide® Reach® Handlebar
The Reach® Handlebar for Road Glide® models is shaped to provide all-day riding comfort for smaller stature riders. The Reach handlebar was ergonomically designed to provide the ideal combination of shoulder position, elbow bend and wrist angle.

- Extensively tested with panels of riders that stand 5’-1” to 5’-5” tall
- Bar brings the grips 2 inches lower
- All models require separate purchase of additional components
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

Part Number: 55801499 Chrome
Part Number: 55801500 Black

Fits ’23-later FLTRXSE and ’24-later FLTRX. Requires separate purchase of additional components.
Road Glide Tallboy® Handlebar
This 1.25” diameter bar features an optimized ergonomic design for taller and long-limbed riders.

- Bar is 2 inches taller than the Original Equipment handlebar
- Sized to accept internal wiring for a clean look
- Designed for Road Glide® models
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

Part Number: 55801501 Chrome
Part Number: 55801502 Black

Fits ’23-later FLTRXSE and ’24-later FLTRX. Requires separate purchase of additional components.
Fused Lo Handlebar – Road Glide

With a low-slung 3” rise, flat drag-bar hand position and compact Z-bar design, the Fused Lo Handlebar places the rider in an aggressive riding posture with optimal wrist position and elbow bend for supreme riding comfort.

- 1.25” bar slims down to 1” at the base to fit with the Original Equipment handlebar clamps
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801475 Chrome  
**Part Number:** 55801473 Black  

Fits 24-later ABS enabled Road Glide models, not including FLTRXSTSE. All models require separate purchase of additional components.
Fused Handlebar – Road Glide
Combining the rise of a mini-ape with the edgy profile of a classic Z bar and the wrist position of a drag bar, the Fused 1.25" Handlebar delivers the renegade, fists-in-the-wind riding style you crave.

- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

Part Number: 55801479 Chrome
Part Number: 55801477 Black

Fits 24-later ABS enabled Road Glide models not including FLTRXSTSE. All models require separate purchase of additional components.
Fused Handlebar – Batwing

Combining the rise of a mini-ape with the edgy profile of a classic Z bar and the wrist position of a drag bar, the Fused 1.25" Handlebar delivers the renegade, fists-in-the-wind riding style you crave.

- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801471 Chrome

**Part Number:** 55801469 Black

Fits '24-later FLHX. Does not fit CVO models. All models require separate purchase of additional components, including handlebar mounted mirrors.
**Moto Bar – Touring**

This 1.25” handlebar offers a much flatter bend than the Original Equipment handlebar. When combined with the required riser, it puts the rider in a more upright position and adds performance-bagger style.

- Gloss Black finish
- 1.25” tapered diameter
- Pair with Touring Riser 6” P/N 55801485 to complete the Original Equipment custom look of the CVO™ Road Glide® ST model
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801486

Fits ‘23-later FLTRXSE and ‘24-later FLTRX models. Requires separate purchase of additional components, including P/N 55801485.

**Touring Riser 6”**

Designed to be installed with Moto Bar handlebar, this custom riser is 2.2” taller than the Original Equipment handlebar to put the rider in a more upright position and add performance-bagger style.

- Gloss Black finish
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Pair with Moto Bar to complete the Original Equipment custom look of the CVO™ Road Glide® ST model
- Only compatible with Moto Bar handlebar P/N 55801486
- See Harley-Davidson Handlebar Installation Requirements document for additional components required for installation
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801485

Fits ‘23-later FLTRXSE and ‘24-later FLTRX models. Requires separate purchase of additional components, including P/N 55801486 and is not compatible with other handlebars.
Moto Bar – Nightster
When installed with our 5” riser this Moto Bar moves hand controls 2 inches up and 1 inch back to put the rider in a commanding position on the motorcycle.

- Gloss Black finish
- Performance-style flat-track bend
- 1” diameter
- Moves hand controls up and back to put the rider in a commanding position
- Original Equipment on Nightster Special model
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55801558
Fits '22-later Nightster. Requires separate purchase of additional components, including P/N 55900307.

Nightster Riser 5”
When installed with our Moto Bar this 5” riser moves hand controls 2 inches up and 1 inch back to put the rider in a commanding position on the motorcycle.

- Gloss Black finish
- 5” risers
- Fits 1” handlebar
- Moves hand controls up and back to put the rider in a commanding position
- Original Equipment on Nightster Special model
- Requires separate purchase of Moto Bar handlebar
- Handlebar height is regulated in many locations. Check local laws to ensure your motorcycle meets applicable regulations.

**Part Number:** 55900307
Fits '22-later Nightster. Requires separate purchase of additional components, including P/N 55801558.
Sundowner™ Seat – Touring

The Sundowner™ Seat provides the maximum in long-riding comfort. The deep-bucket design puts your body in the proper touring position, and the generous padding makes it comfortable for both the rider and passenger as the miles are adding up.

- Dished shape provides added rider back support
- Wide passenger pillion is shaped to minimize pressure points
- Smooth cover complements any Touring model
- Accepts Rider Backrest Kits (sold separately) for additional touring comfort
- Seam sealed in critical areas to minimize water return
- Rider Seat width 19.4”
- Stop by a participating dealer and test out this seat today as part of our Seat Demo Program – contact your local dealer for details

**Part Number:** 52000672
**Part Number:** 52000672DEMO

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Models sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.
Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat – Smooth

Set your custom bagger apart with a Low-Profile Solo Seat that combines street-rod style with a comfort insert to offset the minimal foam style. Start with a shape that distributes your weight across a wide surface area to reduce pressure points. The result is the slammed custom seat that you crave with enough comfort and support to let you actually spend time in the saddle.

- Black Smooth Vinyl
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Seam-sealed construction prevents rain or wash water from infiltrating the seat foam – no riding for hours on a squishy seat
- Add a matching passenger pillion (sold separately)
- Seat width 16.7”

**Part Number:** 52000690

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests.
Low-Profile Passenger Pillion - Smooth

Bring a passenger along for the ride. Dressed in long-lasting vinyl, this Passenger Pillion is the perfect complement to the Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat.

- Black Smooth Vinyl
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Seam-sealed construction prevents rain or wash water from infiltrating the seat foam – no riding for hours on a squishy seat
- Easy on-and-off installation lets you change from a two-up tourer to a stripped-down cruiser in seconds
- Includes matching grab strap

Part Number: 52400329

Fits '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests.
Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat – Orange Stitch

Set your custom bagger apart with a Low-Profile Solo Seat that combines street-rod style with a surprising touch of comfort. Start with a shape that distributes your weight across a wide surface area to reduce pressure points. The result is the slammed custom seat that you crave with enough comfort and support to let you actually spend time in the saddle.

- Black Smooth Vinyl
- Contrasting Orange stitched details complement many paint colors
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Seam-sealed construction prevents rain or wash water from infiltrating the seat foam – no riding for hours on a squishy seat
- Add a matching passenger pillion (sold separately)
- Seat width 16.7"

Part Number: 52000691

Fits ’23-later FLHXS and FLTRXS, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests.
Low-Profile Passenger Pillion – Orange Stitch

Bring a passenger along for the ride. Dressed in long-lasting vinyl, this Passenger Pillion is the perfect complement to the Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat.

- Black Smooth Vinyl
- Contrasting Orange stitched details complement many paint colors
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Seam-sealed construction prevents rain or wash water from infiltrating the seat foam – no riding for hours on a squishy seat
- Easy on-and-off installation lets you change from a two-up tourer to a stripped-down cruiser in seconds
- Includes matching grab strap

Part Number: 52400330

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests.
Tallboy Seat – Touring

Designed specifically to enhance arm and leg room for the long-limbed rider, this two-up seat moves the rider up one inch. The seat is sculpted to provide superior support and comfort, with a slight bucket shape to provide room to vary your riding position fore and aft. The seat’s level seating surface does not pitch the rider forward, and the overall ride height is similar to stock Electra Glide® and Road Glide® Ultra seating.

- Moves the rider up one inch to provide much-needed arm and leg room for the long-limbed rider
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Heat-staked graphic design in seat center adds custom style
- Tallboy® seats can be equipped with an optional rider backrest (except Adjustable style) for additional touring comfort
- Measurements based on Original Equipment seat
- Seat width 16.5”
- Passenger pillion width 15.0”
- Stop by a participating dealer and test out this seat today as part of our Seat Demo Program – contact your local dealer for details

Part Number: 52000640
Part Number: 52000640DEMO

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Models sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.
Reach Seat – Touring

Designed to position riders with a shorter inseam closer to the ground, Reach® Seats are shaped to place the rider in a comfortable and confident relationship to the hand and foot controls.

- Wide seating surface provides loads of support while riding and the narrow tapered nose brings your legs together for an easier reach to the ground at a stop
- Features a stepped profile that provides back support and keeps the rider from sliding back during acceleration
- Moves the rider 1” closer to the handlebars.
- Enhanced back support padding that moves the rider .8” lower and 1.5” forward without locking the rider into a cramped position
- Multi-panel design for added custom style
- Can be equipped with an optional rider backrest for additional touring comfort
- Seat width 13”
- Passenger pillion width 9”
- Measurements based on Original Equipment seat
- Stop by a participating dealer and test out this seat today as part of our Seat Demo Program – contact your local dealer for details

Part Number: 52000638
Part Number: 52000638DEMO

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Models sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.
Switchback Seat - Touring
Add some style and attitude with no comfort compromise. This one-piece, two-up seat offers a high-performance profile with a focus on design details.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Dimpled vinyl and raised pillow detail in center of rider position for a custom look
- Contrasting stitching
- Deep shape supports the aggressive rider
- Clean style complements any custom direction

Part Number: 52000654
Fits '14-later Touring (except '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTS models). Does not fit with rider backrests.
Switchback Touring Seat – Red Stitch
Take your custom style up a notch. This one-piece two-up seat features contrasting vinyl patterns, performance red stitching and a modern interpretation of the classic tuck-and-roll upholstery pattern.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Debossed tuck and roll pattern on seating surface
- Smooth black vinyl seating surface
- Textured vinyl side panels
- Contrasting performance red stitching
- Performance red rubber Bar & Shield logo
- Fastback profile

**Part Number:** 52000756

Fits '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests. Vehicles sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.
Switchback Touring Seat – U Stitch

Take your custom style up a notch. This one-piece two-up seat features premium smooth black vinyl with a stitched-in pattern in a bold U pattern on the rider and passenger seating surface, a multi-panel design and contrasting stitching throughout.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Stitched U pattern on the tops of seating surfaces adds contrast and visual detail
- Smooth black premium vinyl
- Contrasting stitching
- Rubber Bar & Shield logo
- Fastback profile

Part Number: 52000757

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests. Vehicles sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.
**Switchback Seat – Deluxe, Heritage, Slim, Street Bob and Standard**
Add some style and attitude with no comfort compromise. This one-piece, two-up seat offers a high-performance profile with a focus on design details.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Dimpled vinyl and raised pillow detail in center of rider position for a custom look
- Contrasting stitching
- Deep shape supports the aggressive rider
- Clean style complements any custom direction

**Part Number:** 52000652
Fits ‘18-later FLDE, FLHC, FLHCS, FLSL, FXST, FXBB and FXBBS models.

**Switchback Seat – Low Rider and Sport Glide**
Add some style and attitude with no comfort compromise. This one-piece, two-up seat offers a high-performance profile with a focus on design details.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Dimpled vinyl and raised pillow detail in center of rider position for a custom look
- Contrasting stitching
- Deep shape supports the aggressive rider
- Clean style complements any custom direction

**Part Number:** 52000653
Fits ‘18-later FLSB, FXLR, FXLRS and FXLRST models.
Switchback Touring Seat
Add some style and attitude with no comfort compromise. This one-piece, two-up seat offers a high-performance profile with a focus on design details.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Dimpled vinyl and raised pillow detail in center of rider position for a custom look
- Contrasting stitching
- Deep shape supports the aggressive rider
- Clean style complements any custom direction

**Part Number:** 52000643

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models. Does not fit with rider backrests. Vehicles sold with solo seats will require separate purchase of additional hardware.

Switchback Seat – Nightster
Add some style and attitude with no comfort compromise. This one-piece, two-up seat offers a high-performance profile with a focus on design details.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Dimpled vinyl and raised pillow detail in center of rider position for a custom look
- Contrasting stitching
- Deep shape supports the aggressive rider
- Clean style complements any custom direction

**Part Number:** 52000655

Fits ’22-later RH975 and RH975S.
Switchback Seat – U Stitch – Deluxe, Heritage, Slim, Street Bob and Standard
Take your custom style up a notch. This one-piece two-up seat features premium smooth black vinyl with a stitched-in pattern in a bold U pattern on the rider and passenger seating surface, a multi-panel design and contrasting stitching throughout.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Stitched U pattern on the tops of seating surfaces adds contrast and visual detail
- Smooth black premium vinyl
- Contrasting stitching
- Rubber Bar & Shield logo
- Fastback profile

**Part Number:** 52000759
Fits ’18-later FLDE, FLHC, FLHCS, FLSL, FXST, FXBB and FXBBS models.

Switchback Seat – U Stitch – Low Rider and Sport Glide
Take your custom style up a notch. This one-piece two-up seat features premium smooth black vinyl with a stitched-in pattern in a bold U pattern on the rider and passenger seating surface, a multi-panel design and contrasting stitching throughout.

- One-piece two-up design incorporates rider seat and pillion
- Stitched U pattern on the tops of seating surfaces adds contrast and visual detail
- Smooth black premium vinyl
- Contrasting stitching
- Rubber Bar & Shield logo
- Fastback profile

**Part Number:** 52000761
Fits ’18-later FLSB, FXLR, FXLRS and FXLRST models.
Short Passenger Backrest Pad – CVO Style
The slim profile allows additional passenger room, and the low overall height continues the long and lean profile of your custom Touring bike.

- Embossed CVO logo
- Luxurious Alcantara side panels
- Fits Short H-D® Sissy Bar Upright P/N 54248-09A (Black), P/N 52610-09A (Chrome)
- Pad height 6.75” (approximate), width 10.875”

**Part Number:** 52300740

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Installation requires separate purchase of additional components.

King Tour-Pak Backrest Pad – CVO Style
Wrap-around King Tour-Pak Backrest Pad is shaped to surround your passenger in comfort. The curved shape cradles the back, and the integrated side wings fit naturally beneath your passenger’s arms for added support.

- Luxurious Alcantara side panels and arm rests
- Backrest Pad is shaped to surround your passenger in comfort
- Easy-to-install isolation mounts reduce contact between the pad and the Tour-Pak luggage

**Part Number:** 52300744

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models. Installation requires separate purchase of additional components.
Passenger Backrest Pad – Mid-Sized

Sized to fit both Low and Standard-Height HoldFast Sissy Bar Uprights, these Mid-Sized Backrest Pads feature a gentle curved shape that cradles the spine and provides hours of passenger comfort.

- Black with contrasting stitching
- Smooth Vinyl
- Pad height 7”, width 7.2”

**Part Number:** 52300733

Rider Backrest
Add back support for long-haul riding comfort. Contoured backrest pad is shaped to provide full lower back support and the slim profile offers the passenger a few more inches of room.

- Black with contrasting stitching
- Smooth Vinyl
- Contoured backrest pad provides full lower back support
- Added support will not push the rider forward
- Angle can be adjusted for maximum comfort
- Adjustable support bracket (sold separately) has 4 mounting locations to accommodate different seats and riding positions

Part Number: 52300732
Fits '88-later Touring and Trike models (except '21-later FLH) equipped with one-piece slotted seat. Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Rider Backrest Mounting Kit. Does not fit '23-later FLHFB models.

Adjustable Rider Backrest
Add support for the long haul. With one quick pull from the integrated gas spring, you can instantly adjust the riding position through a 30-degree range.

- Black with contrasting stitching
- Smooth Vinyl
- Features a sleek shape that provides full lower back support without pushing the rider forward
- Pull knob-activated, 5-position 1.5” height adjustment
- Can be easily removed, and folds down to allow easier passenger mounting
- Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Adjustable Rider Backrest Mounting Kit

Part Number: 52300731
Fits '97-later Touring (except '21-later FLH) and Trike models equipped with many one-piece slotted seats. This rider backrest may not look appropriate on select Original Equipment, CVO™ seats and accessory seats that are styled with a low-profile look. Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Adjustable Rider Backrest Mounting Kit. Does not fit '23-later FLHFB models.
Top-Stitch Passenger Backrest Pad
Sized to fit Standard Height and Tall Touring sissy bar uprights.

- Smooth top-stitched pad complements most seating surfaces
- Gentle curved shape provides hours of passenger comfort
- Easily attaches to a wide variety of sissy bar uprights
- Includes the chrome mounting bracket

Part Number: 52300734


Rider Backrest Mounting Kit
Required to install rider backrest on ’09-later Touring models.

- Required to install rider backrest on ’09-later Touring models
- Does not fit Trike models
- Kit includes mounting bracket and all required installation hardware

Part Number: 52589-09B

Required to install rider backrest on ’09-later Touring models. Does not fit ’21-later FLH or Trike models. Does not fit ’23-later FLHFB models.
Luggage

Overwatch Throw-Over Saddlebags

Perfect for a road-trip weekend or the daily commute, these convenient Throw-Over bags are designed to be easy to install or remove from the motorcycle and can be zipped off their yoke to carry away with convenient built-in handles.

- Constructed from 1680 denier, UV-stable, PVC-backed nylon
- Adjustable Yoke fits below or over passenger seat
- Zippers on each side of the yoke make it easy to release the bags to carry into home, hotel or work
- Roll-top waterproof liners protect gear from the weather
- Liners are high-visibility gray color, making the bag contents visible even in low light
- Zippered pocket in each bag lid to hold small items such as keys or wallet
- Laser-cut MOLLE system on bag tops and ends provide mounting options for straps, bungee cord or carabiners to secure gear externally
- Rugged quick-release buckles secure the lids
- Luggage capacity: 700 cubic inches per bag, 6 pound load rating per bag

Part Number: 90202693

All fitments require model specific H-D Saddlebag supports. Fits MY22-later RH975 and RH975S. Fits '00-later XL models (except XL1200CX, XL1200S, XL1200T, and '02-'03 XL883R) and '94-'15 XL models (except XL1200S, XL1200T, and '02-'03 XL883R) without H-D Detachables. Fits '08-later Dyna models (except FLD) without H-D Detachables sissy bars or racks. Fits '18-later FLSL, FXBB, FXBBS and FXST.

Throw-over Saddlebag Support – Nightster

Required support for installation of Overwatch Throw-Over Saddlebags P/N 90202693.

- Easy installation to existing mounting points
- Black finish is inconspicuous when bags are not installed
- Includes mounting hardware

Part Number: 90202689

Fits MY22-later RH975 and RH975S.
Saddlebag Wall Organizer
Convenient storage system equips the interior wall of your Color-Matched Saddlebags for easy access to keys, cell phones, maps, and gloves. The organizer features a combination of mesh and enclosed pouches and pockets that are sized for safe, rattle-free packing.

- Organizer features a rigid backing that easily attaches to the wall of the saddlebag with the Original Equipment quick-release saddlebag fasteners
- Shaped to follow contour of the saddlebag interior to maximize storage space
- Kit includes left- and right-hand organizer

**Part Number:** 90202609

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.

Premium Fitted Saddlebag Lining
Protect your belongings and reduce noise and rattles on the road. Soft-touch felt-finish liner is formed to the hard saddlebag interior for a perfect fit.

- Soft-touch felt-finish liner
- Molded base and sides maximize the interior room
- One-piece design allows easy removal for cleaning and maintenance

**Part Number:** 90202608

Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX.
**Vehicle Protection**

**Road Glide Compartment Liners**
Protect your belongings and reduce noise and rattles on the road.

- Soft-touch felt-finish liner is formed to the fairing glove box interior for a perfect fit
- Molded base and sides maximize the interior room
- One-piece design allows easy removal for cleaning and maintenance
- Right liner includes integrated mobile device storage net
- Sold in pairs

**Part Number:** 76001332
Fits '24-later FLTRX models.

**Rushmore Road Glide Fairing Support Kit**
Required for installation of Front Tip-Over Protection P/N 49000242.

- Black finish

**Part Number:** 49000274
Fits '14-22 Road Glide models.
Vehicle Protection

Flat-Out Bar – Black
Get tip-over protection with sleek low-profile West Coast performance style, without “old school” hoops. Provides limited cosmetic vehicle protection to the front of the motorcycle in a low-speed tip-over event.

- Gloss Black finish
- End caps with Harley-Davidson logo. Easy to replace in event of low-speed tip-over.
- Factory integrated design for an ideal fit and validated performance

Part Number: 49000242
Fits '14-later Touring models. '14-'22 Road Glide models require additional purchase of fairing support P/N 49000274. Stock on '24-later FLTRSXTSE.

Saddlebag Tip-Over Bar Set, Black
Get tip-over protection with sleek low-profile West Coast performance style, without “old school” hoops. Provides limited cosmetic vehicle protection to the saddlebags in a low-speed tip-over event.

- Gloss Black finish
- End caps with Harley-Davidson logo. Easy to replace in event of low-speed tip-over.
- Factory integrated design for an ideal fit and validated performance
- Complementary fit and finish to pair with front Tip-Over Bar P/N 49000242

Part Number: 90202657
Fits '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE.
Vehicle Protection

Flat-Out Bar – Black
Get tip-over protection with sleek low-profile West Coast performance style, without “old school” hoops. Provides limited cosmetic vehicle protection to the front of the motorcycle in a low-speed tip-over event.

- Gloss Black finish
- End caps with Harley-Davidson logo. Easy to replace in event of low-speed tip-over.
- Factory integrated design for an ideal fit and validated performance

**Part Number:** 49000255
Fits ’21+ RH1250S, ’22+ RH975, and ’23+ RH975S.

Skid Plate
Tackle tough off-road situations with confidence. The accessory Skid Plate replaces the Original Equipment skid plate for added protection from flying rocks and impacts during off-road riding.

- Heavy-duty aluminum construction
- Factory-integrated design ensures proper fit and easy installation
- Adds a dose of extra rugged style
- Features updated design to fit larger batteries

**Part Number:** 49000281
Fits ’21-later RA1250 and RA1250S models.
Black Tie-Down Brackets
Simplify the process of securing your bike to a trailer or bike lift. These stylish black Tie-Down Brackets mount cleanly to the front fork cover and offer a secure method to connect tie-down straps.

- Moving the tie-down point from the handlebar to the triple-tree area reduces wear on the handlebar bushings and ensures a consistent easy-to-access mounting point
- Black finish
- Includes mounting hardware

Part Number: 93500030
Fits '14-'23 Street Glide models (except '23+ FLHXSE). Does not fit Trike models.
Vehicle Protection

Black Tie-Down Brackets
Simplify the process of securing your bike to a trailer or bike lift. These stylish black Tie-Down Brackets mount cleanly to the front fork cover and offer a secure method to connect tie-down straps.

- Moving the tie-down point from the handlebar to the triple-tree area reduces wear on the handlebar bushings and ensures a consistent easy-to-access mounting point
- Black finish
- Includes mounting hardware

Part Number: 93500036
Fits '23-later FLHXSE and '24-later FLHX.
Vehicle Protection

Chrome Tie-Down Brackets
Simplify the process of securing your bike to a trailer or bike lift. These stylish chrome Tie-Down Brackets mount cleanly to the front fork cover and offer a secure method to connect tie-down straps.

- Moving the tie-down point from the handlebar to the triple-tree area reduces wear on the handlebar bushings and ensures a consistent easy-to-access mounting point
- Chrome finish
- Includes mounting hardware

Part Number: 93500033
Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and ’24-later FLHX.
Saddlebag Lid Bra
Protect your saddlebags from boot scuffs, stone chips and road debris.

- These custom-fit Saddlebag Lid Bras are made with non-abrasive, fleece-backed vinyl material
- Easy to install or remove with new and improved hook-and-loop tab design
- Sleek design that integrates onto your saddlebag and enhances the look of your vehicle.
- Feature small Bar & Shield logos stitched into the material
- Kit includes left and right-side Lid Bras

Part Number: 90202599
Fits 24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE. Does not fit with Saddlebag Lid Speakers.

Transparent Paint Guard Kit – Saddlebag Lid
This transparent skin is designed to protect your paint from bugs, boot scuffs and road debris.

- Crystal-clear material protects the paint without changing the overall look of your bike
- Optical properties of the material disguise minor scuffs and scratches
- Application process is similar to tinted window film. The material is pre-cut to fit the saddlebag geometry, so it does not need to be cut like window film.
- Material can be removed and replaced when it is no longer cosmetically appealing
- Scratches to this film can be removed by applying a small amount of heat with a heat gun

Part Number: 11100311
Fits ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE. Does not fit with Saddlebag Lid Speakers. Not recommended for use on denim or aftermarket paint.
Day-Tripper Accessory Package – Chrome
Ideal for the weekend tour or the weekday commute. This Day-Tripper Package includes functional accessories for select Touring models from H-D® Genuine Parts & Accessories selected to offer quick-change versatility.
- Includes: H-D® Detachables™ Sissy Bar Upright, Compact Leather Passenger Backrest Pad, 4-Point Docking Hardware Kit, Heel Shifter, Mid-Frame Air Deflector
- Package may include additional components not pictured
Part Number: 50700114
Fits ‘24-later FLHX and FLTRX models.

Day-Tripper Accessory Package – Black
Ideal for the weekend tour or the weekday commute. This Day-Tripper Package includes functional accessories for select Touring models from H-D® Genuine Parts & Accessories selected to offer quick-change versatility.
- Includes: H-D® Detachables™ Sissy Bar Upright, Compact Leather Passenger Backrest Pad, 4-Point Docking Hardware Kit, Heel Shifter, Mid-Frame Air Deflector
- Package may include additional components not pictured
Part Number: 50700115
Fits ‘24-later FLHX and FLTRX models.

Notice: Shown with Color-Matched Tour-Pak and Backrest Pad (sold separately). Some Kit items not shown. Kit may include additional components required for complete installation.
Long-Haul Accessory Package – Chrome
Kickstart your customization journey and make it as seamless as possible with the Long-Haul Custom Package from H-D® Genuine Parts & Accessories. Head for the horizon, with everything you need to convert a Street Glide or Road Glide® model into a cross-country touring bike, with a comfort seat and the ability to quickly add luggage capacity and more.

- Includes: H-D® Detachables™ Two-Up Tour-Pak Mounting Rack, 4-Point Docking Hardware Kit, Sundowner™ Seat, Mid-Frame Air Deflectors, Heel Shifter, Streamliner Passenger Footboard and Mount Kit and Vehicle Hold Control Side Stand Sensor.
- Requires separate purchase of color-matched Tour-Pak® luggage system, lock and backrest pad
- Available exclusively in Dealerships – See your Dealer for details
- Package may include additional components not pictured

Part Number: 50700116
Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Requires separate purchase of color-matched King or Chopped Tour-Pak, Backrest Pad, and Lock Kit.

Long-Haul Accessory Package – Black
Kickstart your customization journey and make it as seamless as possible with the Long-Haul Custom Package from H-D® Genuine Parts & Accessories. Head for the horizon, with everything you need to convert a Street Glide or Road Glide® model into a cross-country touring bike, with a comfort seat and the ability to quickly add luggage capacity and more.

- Includes: H-D® Detachables™ Two-Up Tour-Pak Mounting Rack, 4-Point Docking Hardware Kit, Sundowner™ Seat, Mid-Frame Air Deflectors, Heel Shifter, Streamliner Passenger Footboard and Mount Kit and Vehicle Hold Control Side Stand Sensor.
- Requires separate purchase of color-matched Tour-Pak® luggage system, lock and backrest pad
- Available exclusively in Dealerships – See your Dealer for details
- Package may include additional components not pictured

Part Number: 50700117
Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Requires separate purchase of color-matched King or Chopped Tour-Pak, Backrest Pad, and Lock Kit.
ST Accessory Package

Kickstart your customization journey and make it as seamless as possible with the ST Custom Package from H D® Genuine Parts & Accessories. The perfect balance of bagger performance and style for the rider who wants a little extra of both.

- Includes: Screamin’ Eagle® Pro Street Tuner – Generation II, Black Heavy Breather Extreme Air Cleaner, Switchback Touring Seat – Red Stitch, Black Switchback Collection: Mini Footboard, Hand Grips, Footpegs, Large Brake Pedal Pad, Shifter Peg, and Derby Cover
- Available exclusively in Dealerships – See your Dealer for details
- Package may include additional components not pictured

Part Number: 50700119

Fits ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Does not fit California models.

Notice: Shown with Color-Matched Tour-Pak and Backrest Pad (sold separately). Some Kit items not shown. Kit may include additional components required for complete installation.
NEW PRODUCT CATALOG '24

Packages

Special Accessory Package – Black and Orange
Kickstart your customization journey and make it as seamless as possible with the Special Accessory Package from H D® Genuine Parts & Accessories. The perfect balance of bagger performance and style for the rider who wants a little extra of both.

- Includes: Screamin' Eagle® Pro Street Tuner – Generation II, Screamin' Eagle® Extreme Wedge Air Cleaner, Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat and Pillion – Orange Stitch, Adversary Collection Black with Orange Highlights: Hand Grips, Rider Footboards, Footpegs, Brake Pedal Pad, Shifter Peg and Derby Cover
- Available exclusively in Dealerships – See your Dealer for details
- Package may include additional components not pictured

Part Number: 50700130
Fits '24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Does not fit California models.

Special Accessory Package – Black
Kickstart your customization journey and make it as seamless as possible with the Special Accessory Package from H D® Genuine Parts & Accessories. The perfect balance of bagger performance and style for the rider who wants a little extra of both.

- Includes: Screamin' Eagle® Pro Street Tuner – Generation II, Screamin' Eagle® Extreme Wedge Air Cleaner, Smooth Black Low-Profile Solo Touring Seat and Pillion, Adversary Collection Black with Machined Highlights: Heated Hand Grips, Footboards, Footpegs, Brake Pedal Pad and Shifter Peg
- Available exclusively in Dealerships – See your Dealer for details
- Package may include additional components not pictured

Part Number: 50700128
Fits '24-later FLHX and FLTRX models. Does not fit California models. Installation on some '24 Street Glide and Road Glide models may require a Digital Technician update by a Harley-Davidson dealer; see your local dealer for details.

Notice: Shown with Color-Matched Tour-Pak and Backrest Pad (sold separately). Some Kit items not shown. Kit may include additional components required for complete installation.
**Mid-Frame Air Deflector – Nylon Black**

Our nylon Mid-Frame Air Deflectors fit perfectly between your Harley-Davidson® Touring frame and side panels to direct engine heat away from the rider and improve comfort on hot summer rides.

- Designed and tested for severe duty and extreme temperature applications
- Durable black nylon material blends with chassis
- Easy to install and includes required mounting hardware

**Part Number:** 57200417

Fits ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE.

**Mid-Frame Air Deflector – Smoked Lexan**

Our smoked Lexan Mid-Frame Air Deflectors improve style and comfort. Fits perfectly between your Harley-Davidson® Touring frame and side panels to direct engine heat away from the rider and improve comfort on hot summer rides.

- Designed and tested for severe duty and extreme temperature applications
- Durable smoked Lexan material adds subtle style
- Easy to install and includes required mounting hardware

**Part Number:** 57200418

Fits ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE.
Forged Carbon Fiber Front Fender
Forged Carbon Fiber accessories are lightweight and give your bike an exciting new performance look.

- Each component is formed of chopped carbon fibers infused with resin in a compression mold under high pressure
- There is no distinct pattern as the fibers are oriented entirely randomly, so each finished Forged Carbon Fiber part is unique
- Genuine Harley-Davidson for the perfect fit and unmatched custom style
- Original Equipment on CVO™ Road Glide® ST model
- Complements other lightweight Forged Carbon Fiber accessories, including Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow Titanium Slip-On Mufflers

Part Number: 58900630

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Forged Carbon Fiber Seat Cowl
Forged Carbon Fiber accessories are lightweight and give your bike an exciting new performance look.

- Each component is formed of chopped carbon fibers infused with resin in a compression mold under high pressure
- There is no distinct pattern as the fibers are oriented entirely randomly, so each finished Forged Carbon Fiber part is unique
- Genuine Harley-Davidson for the perfect fit and unmatched custom style
- Original Equipment on CVO™ Road Glide® ST model
- Complements other lightweight Forged Carbon Fiber accessories, including Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow Titanium Slip-On Mufflers
- For use with solo seat configurations (or pillion removal required).

Part Number: 61301374
Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.

Forged Carbon Fiber Console
Forged Carbon Fiber accessories are lightweight and give your bike an exciting new performance look.

- Each component is formed of chopped carbon fibers infused with resin in a compression mold under high pressure
- There is no distinct pattern as the fibers are oriented entirely randomly, so each finished Forged Carbon Fiber part is unique
- Genuine Harley-Davidson for the perfect fit and unmatched custom style
- Original Equipment on CVO™ Road Glide® ST model
- Complements other lightweight Forged Carbon Fiber accessories, including Screamin’ Eagle® Extreme Flow Titanium Slip-On Mufflers

Part Number: 70901157
Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.
Vehicle Hold Control Upgrade Kit
This kit enables the Vehicle Hold Control (VHC) feature, which applies and holds brake pressure when activated and prevents the motorcycle from rolling after the rider has released the brake controls. The primary function of VHC is to prevent the motorcycle from rolling when it is stopped and make it easier to ride away with confidence by minimizing the number of controls needed to pull away smoothly.

- Adds VHC to models equipped with Rider Safety Enhancements by Harley-Davidson (formerly known as RDRS)
- Prevents the motorcycle from rolling when it is stopped, for example at a stop sign on a hill, in stop-and-go traffic on a slope, or on a steep decline out of a parking structure
- The system applies brake pressure from the time the rider has released the brake controls until the rider actuates the throttle and clutch to pull away
- VHC is engaged and disengaged automatically, making it easier to maneuver the bike confidently
- VHC is not intended as a substitute for a parking brake in any situation

Part Number: 69203477
Fits '20-later Touring models equipped with Rider Safety Enhancements by Harley-Davidson (formerly known as RDRS) and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE. Stock on '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE.
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Lighting

**Electrical Connection Kit**

Kit required for the installation of an LED King Tour-Pak Run/Brake/Turn Lamp Kit P/N 67801541 and side markers P/N 69494-06.

**Part Number:** 69203400

Fits '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE equipped with King Tour-Pak.

**LED Fog Lamp Wiring Harness**

Required for installation of Daymaker Reflector LED Fog Lamps P/N 68000090 or 68000092 on specific models.

**Part Number:** 69203216

Fits '23-later FLTRXSE and FLHRXSE, and '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE.
LED King Tour-Pak Run/Brake/Turn Lamp Kit

Signature LED Rear Lighting delivers modern style and function that improves rider conspicuity to surrounding traffic. The light pipe around the perimeter diffuses light and is always illuminated as a running light for eye-catching visibility.

- Red Lens
- Sequential turn signal elements sweep outward from the center to grab the attention of other motorists and make the motorcycle more conspicuous
- LED Brake and Turn lights exceed the output of Original Equipment rear lighting
- Easy plug-and-play installation requires no wiring splicing
- Fit and finish to match side markers P/N 69494-06

**Part Number:** 67801541

Fits ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ‘24-later FLH, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE equipped with a King Tour-Pak. Requires additional purchase of Electrical Connection Kit P/N 69203400.
Daymaker Reflector LED Fog Lamps – Chrome Housing

Compact 2.5” bullet-shaped reflector-optics fog lamps produce a bright white pool of light near the vehicle and fill in the dark area between the bike and the low-beam pattern.

- Projects a smooth light pattern spread without distracting “hot spots”
- Natural “daylight” lamp color enhances and amplifies the reflective character of lane markers
- Low-draw LED lamps do not burden the bike’s electrical system
- Long-life solid-state LED lamps are sealed in shock and vibration-resistant housings that mount to the engine guard or the Road Glide® fairing for a clean appearance
- DOT and ECE compliant

Part Number: 68000386

Fits Dyna®, Softail®, Touring and Trike (except FLRT and FLTRT) models equipped with 1.25 inch diameter engine guards. Does not fit models with Mustache Engine Guards. Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Mount Kit and Wiring Harness Kit.

Mount Kits: '15-'22 Road Glide® models require separate purchase of fairing mount Road Glide® LED Fog Lamp Mount Kit P/N 68000183 or 68000184. All other models require separate purchase of an engine guard clamp kit (Short P/N 68000171 or 68000141, Long P/N 68000170 or 68000142).

Wiring Harness Kits: ‘23-later FLTRXSE and FLHRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX and FLTRX require separate purchase of harness P/N 69203208. ’14-later Electra Glide®, Road Glide®, Street Glide® and Tri Glide™ models require separate purchase of harness P/N 69201109. ’97-’13 Electra Glide®, Road Glide®, Street Glide® and Trike models require separate purchase of harness P/N 69200864. ’97-later Road King® (except FLHRS and FLRT) require separate purchase of harness P/N 69201108.
**Daymaker Reflector LED Fog Lamps – Gloss Black Housing**

Compact 2.5” bullet-shaped reflector-optics fog lamps produce a bright white pool of light near the vehicle and fill in the dark area between the bike and the low-beam pattern.

- Projects a smooth light pattern spread without distracting “hot spots”
- Natural “daylight” lamp color enhances and amplifies the reflective character of lane markers
- Low-draw LED lamps do not burden the bike's electrical system
- Long-life solid-state LED lamps are sealed in shock and vibration-resistant housings that mount to the engine guard or the Road Glide® fairing for a clean appearance
- DOT and ECE compliant

**Part Number:** 68000387

Fits Dyna®, Softail®, Touring and Trike (except FLRT and FLTRT) models equipped with 1.25 inch diameter engine guards. Does not fit models with Mustache Engine Guards. Installation requires separate purchase of model-specific Mount Kit and Wiring Harness Kit.

**Mount Kits:** '15-'22 Road Glide® models require separate purchase of fairing mount Road Glide LED Fog Lamp Mount Kit P/N 68000183 or 68000184. All other models require separate purchase of an engine guard clamp kit (Short P/N 68000171 or 68000141, Long P/N 68000170 or 68000142).

**Wiring Harness Kits:** '23-later FLTRXSE and FLHRXSE, and '24-later FLHX and FLTRX require separate purchase of harness P/N 69203208. '14-later Electra Glide®, Road Glide®, Street Glide® and Tri Glide™ models require separate purchase of harness P/N 69201109. '97-'13 Electra Glide®, Road Glide®, Street Glide® and Trike models require separate purchase of harness P/N 69200864. '97-later Road King® (except FLHRS and FLRT) require separate purchase of harness P/N 69201108.
Garage Door Opener with HomeLink®

Operate your automatic garage door or gate opener without leaving your motorcycle seat or fumbling in your pocket for the remote control. Compatible with most brands of automatic openers, this kit allows you to operate your door by cycling the bike’s Flash-To-Pass (FTP) switch.

- Contains HomeLink® by Gentex technology. Module can be programmed to sync with up to two garage door or gate openers at different locations.
- Module is operated through the vehicle’s Flash To Pass (FTP) switch on the hand control. No need to leave the motorcycle seat to open the garage door.
- Seamless integration. Module is hard wired into the motorcycle, eliminating the need for a fob or auxiliary switch that detracts from the look of the motorcycle.
- No intermediate transmitting device required. Compatible with over 99% of home garage door openers and gate systems, including Chamberlain®, LiftMaster®, and Craftsman® brands. Visit HomeLink for specific model information.
- Kit and associated wiring components are easy to install, plug-and-play harnesses that do not require wire splicing or software updates. Certain models may require additional purchase for plug-and-play, see fitment details.
- Module is powered by the vehicle and does not require batteries or recharging

Part Number: 41001192

Fits ‘21-later Pan America models, ‘18-later Softail models (excluding ‘19-’20 FXDR and FXDERS), ‘14-later Trike models, and ‘14-’23 Touring (excluding ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE) and ‘24 FLHRXS, FLHTK, and FLTRK. ‘18-’20 Softail and ‘14-’20 Touring & Trike require separate purchase of P/N 69203201. If installing with Screamin’ Eagle Pro Street Tuner, additional purchase of diagnostic jumper is recommended (P/N 69203495 for all fitments above except ‘14-’20 Touring and ‘18-’20 Softail. P/N 69203496 for ‘14-’20 Touring and ‘18-’20 Softail).
Diagnostic Jumpers
Y-harness that provides additional DataLink connector. Required for installation of Garage Door Opener with HomeLink® on some models.

**Part Number:** 69203496
Required if installing 41001192 with Screamin’ Eagle Pro Street Tuner or other device utilizing this connector on ’14–’20 Touring and ’18–’20 Softail models.

**Part Number:** 69203495
Required if installing P/N 41001192 with Screamin’ Eagle Pro Street Tuner or other device utilizing this connector on ’21-later Touring & Trike models (except 23.5-later CVO), Pan Am, and ’21-later Softail models.
Integrated Garage Door Opener with HomeLink®

Operate your automatic garage door or gate opener without leaving your motorcycle seat or fumbling in your pocket for the remote control. Compatible with most brands of automatic openers, this kit allows you to operate your door by the touch of a button on the instrument.

- Contains HomeLink® by Gentex technology. Module can be programmed to sync with up to two garage door or gate openers at different locations.
- Module is operated through the vehicle Flash-to-Pass (FTP) instrument. No need to leave the motorcycle seat to open the garage door.
- Seamless integration. Module is hard wired into the motorcycle, eliminating the need for a fob or auxiliary switch that detracts from the look of the motorcycle.
- No intermediate transmitting device required. Compatible with most home garage door openers and gate systems, including Chamberlain®, LiftMaster®, and Craftsman® brands. Visit HomeLink for specific model information.
- Kit includes all necessary wiring components in a convenient, easy to install plug-and-play harness module and does not require wire splicing or a software update.
- Kit includes a programing controller with simple push button and LED interface to sync up to two garage door or gate openers. Both channels are controllable through the Flash to Pass high beam switch with a single or double press.
- Module is powered by the vehicle and does not require batteries or recharging.

Part Number: 41001167

Fits ’24-later FLHX, and FLTRX. Stock on ’23-later FLHXS and FLTRX and ’24 FLTRXSTSE.

FLHX models require additional purchase of bracket P/N 69203073. FLTRX models require additional purchase of bracket P/N 69203074.

Garage Door Opener Jumper

Required for installation of Garage Door Opener with HomeLink® on some models.

Part Number: 69203201

Fits ’14–’20 Touring and Trike models, and ’18–20 Softail models.
Front Brake Rotors – Polished
A perfect complement to stock or custom wheels. Manufactured to Original Equipment specifications for exact fit, this rotor is meticulously polished to achieve a chrome-like appearance.

- Rotors sold individually, 2 rotors required
- Mounting hardware included
- Supports TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System)
- Fits with Fugitive front wheel

**Part Number:** 41500212

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models using the Fugitive wheels.

Front Brake Rotors – Polished
A perfect complement to stock or custom wheels. Manufactured to Original Equipment specifications for exact fit, this rotor is meticulously polished to achieve a chrome-like appearance.

- Rotors sold individually, 2 rotors required
- Mounting hardware included
- Supports TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System)
- Fits with Tomahawk front wheel

**Part Number:** 41500211

Fits ’23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and ’24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models using the Tomahawk wheels.
Wheels – 19" Front – Contrast Cut
Add bold hot rod style. Designed for Trike models, these beautiful Cast aluminum wheels feature exposed lug nuts on rear wheel for performance styling.

- 19" front wheel
- Gloss Black with machined details that expose raw aluminum
- Tested to H-D®'s high standards for durability and finish
- Requires separate purchase of model-specific wheel installation kit, sprocket hardware and brake rotor-specific hardware
- Installation may require separate purchases of wheel size and model-specific tire, and TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) sensor (not included)
- Certified by Harley-Davidson® to perform to our tough vehicle standards for quality and durability

Part Number: 43301048
Fits '09-later Tri Glide, '15-later Freewheeler, and '23-later Road Glide 3 models.

Wheels – 18" Rear – Contrast Cut
Add bold hot rod style. Designed for Trike models, these beautiful Cast aluminum wheels feature exposed lug nuts on rear wheel for performance styling.

- 18" rear wheel
- Sold individually, 2 wheels required
- Gloss Black with machined details that expose raw aluminum
- Tested to H-D®'s high standards for durability and finish
- Requires separate purchase of model-specific wheel installation kit, sprocket hardware and brake rotor-specific hardware
- Installation may require separate purchases of wheel size and model-specific tire, and TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) sensor (not included)
- Certified by Harley-Davidson® to perform to our tough vehicle standards for quality and durability

Part Number: 40901029
Fits '09-later Tri Glide, '15-later Freewheeler, and '23-later Road Glide 3 models.
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**Wheels – 18” Rear – Black**
Add bold hot rod style. Designed for Trike models, these beautiful Cast aluminum wheels feature exposed lug nuts on rear wheel for performance styling.

- 18” rear wheel
- Sold individually, 2 wheels required
- Gloss Black
- Tested to H-D®’s high standards for durability and finish
- Requires separate purchase of model-specific wheel installation kit, sprocket hardware and brake rotor-specific hardware
- Installation may require separate purchases of wheel size and model-specific tire, and TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) sensor (not included)
- Certified by Harley-Davidson® to perform to our tough vehicle standards for quality and durability

**Part Number:** 40901028
Fits '09-later Tri Glide, '15-later Freewheeler, and '23-later Road Glide 3 models.

**Wheels – 19” Front – Black**
Add bold hot rod style. Designed for Trike models, these beautiful Cast aluminum wheels feature exposed lug nuts on rear wheel for performance styling.

- 19” front wheel
- Gloss Black
- Tested to H-D®’s high standards for durability and finish
- Requires separate purchase of model-specific wheel installation kit, sprocket hardware and brake rotor-specific hardware
- Installation may require separate purchases of wheel size and model-specific tire, and TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) sensor (not included)
- Certified by Harley-Davidson® to perform to our tough vehicle standards for quality and durability

**Part Number:** 43301047
Fits '09-later Tri Glide, '15-later Freewheeler, and '23-later Road Glide 3 models.
## Color Matched Accessories

### COLOR-MATCHED INNER FAIRING KIT – '24-LATER ROAD GLIDE® AND STREET GLIDE® MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Green</td>
<td>57001988EYW</td>
<td>57001991EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Silver Metallic</td>
<td>57001988EWZ</td>
<td>57001991EWZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>57001988EXU</td>
<td>57001991EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>57001988EYV</td>
<td>57001991EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>57001988EYT</td>
<td>57001991EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid Black</td>
<td>57001988D0H</td>
<td>57001991D0H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiskey Fire</td>
<td>57001988EYS</td>
<td>57001991EYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>57001988EYO</td>
<td>57001991EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Batwing Inner Fairing**
Fits '24-later Street Glide models with fairing mounted mirrors. Kit includes inner fairing, fairing cap, and media door.

**Road Glide® Inner Fairing**
Fits 24-later FLTRX, FLTRXSE, and FLTRXSTSE models.

### COLOR-MATCHED SADDLEBAG SPEAKER LIDS – '24-LATER ROAD GLIDE AND STREET GLIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Green</td>
<td>90202793EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Silver Metallic</td>
<td>90202793EWZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>90202793EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>90202793EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden White Pearl</td>
<td>90202793EXZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Metallic</td>
<td>90202793EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin</td>
<td>90202793EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid Black</td>
<td>90202793D0H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiskey Fire</td>
<td>90202793EYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>90202793EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sold In Pairs:
Fits '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and 24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.

### COLOR-MATCHED CHIN SPOILERS – '24-LATER ROAD GLIDE AND STREET GLIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Green</td>
<td>61300461EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Silver Metallic</td>
<td>61300461EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>61300461EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>61400412EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>61400412EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>61400412EYP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fits 23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, and 24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models.

### COLOR-MATCHED SLIPSTREAM VENT TRIM AND ROAD GLIDE® HEADLAMP TRIM COVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>61300461EXU</td>
<td>61400412EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>61400412EYW</td>
<td>61400412EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>61400412EYP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>61400412EYT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Color Matched Accessories**

**COLOR-MATCHED CUSTOM WRAPPED FENDERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>Color Matched Front Fender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>58900196EXU</td>
<td>Fits '14-later Touring (except '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRX, FLHX and FLTRXSTSE models) and models equipped with 17&quot;, 18&quot; or 19&quot; wheel and tire combination. Does not fit with Fender Tip Assembly P/N 59600003 or 59600006. Does not fit Trike or FLTRXSE models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>58900196EYV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>58900196EYP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>58900196EYT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>58900196EYO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>Chopped Front Fender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>58900591EXU</td>
<td>Fits '14-later Touring models (except '23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE, '24-later FLHX, FLTRX, and FLTRXSTSE models) equipped with 17&quot;, 18&quot; or 19&quot; wheel and tire combination. Does not fit with Fender Tip Assembly P/N 59600003 or 59600006. Does not fit Trike models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>58900591EYV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>58900591EYP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>58900591EYT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>58900591EYO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR-MATCHED ROAD Glide® CHIN SPOILER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>57200261EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>57200261EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>57200261EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>57200261EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR-MATCHED CUSTOM STRETCHED SIDE COVERS AND VENTED FAIRING LOWERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>76000497EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>76000497EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>76000497EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>76000497EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>76000497EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Boom!™ Fairing Lower Speaker Box**

Fits '14-later Touring (except Road King® and CVO™, and '24-later FLHX and FLTRX) models equipped with vented fairing lowers and Audio Fairing Lower Speaker. Does not fit models with Twin-Cooled™ engines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>76000497EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>76000497EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>76000497EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>76000497EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>76000497EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SADDLEBAG SPEAKER LIDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray*</td>
<td>90202792EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst*</td>
<td>90202792EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock*</td>
<td>90202792EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue*</td>
<td>90202792EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl*</td>
<td>90202792EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Color Matched Accessories

## COLOR-MATCHED INNER FAIRING KIT – BATWING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Green</td>
<td>57000388EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>57000388EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>57000388EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>57000388EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl</td>
<td>57000388EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Batwing Inner Fairing**  
Fits ‘14-later Electra Glide® and Ultra Limited models with handlebar mounted mirrors.

**COLOR-MATCHED INNER FAIRING KIT – ROAD GLIDE®**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray</td>
<td>57000482EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst</td>
<td>57000482EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock</td>
<td>57000482EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue</td>
<td>57000482EYT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Road Glide Inner Fairing**  
Fits ‘15-later Road Glide® models (except ‘23-later FLTRXSE and ‘24-later FLTRXSE). Kit includes Color-Matched instrument housing. Color-Matched Inner Fairing Air Duct sold separately.

## KING TOUR-PAK LUGGAGE AND CHOPPED TOUR-PAK LUGGAGE

**King Tour-Pak® Luggage**  
Fits ‘14-later Road King®, Road Glide®, Street Glide®, Electra Glide® Standard, and select CVO™ models. Separate purchase of H-D Detachables™ Two-Up or Solo Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and applicable Docking Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak Lock Kit P/N 90300030 is required. ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models require the separate purchase of Detachable Conversion Hardware P/N 54000337.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Green</td>
<td>53000399EYW</td>
<td>53000402EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas Silver Metallic (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EWZ</td>
<td>53000399EYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EYX</td>
<td>53000775EYX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray (Chrome Hardware)</td>
<td>53000399EXU</td>
<td>53000399EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiard Gray (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>530001044EXU</td>
<td>530001044EXU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EYV</td>
<td>53000775EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Burst (Chrome Hardware)</td>
<td>53000399EYV</td>
<td>53000399EYV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rock (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>53001044EYP</td>
<td>53001044EYP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharkskin Blue (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EYT</td>
<td>53000775EYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid Black (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775DH</td>
<td>53000775DH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivid Black (Chrome Hardware)</td>
<td>53000399DH</td>
<td>53000402DH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiskey Fire (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EYS</td>
<td>53000775EYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl (Black Hardware)</td>
<td>53000775EYO</td>
<td>53000775EYO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl (Chrome Hardware)</td>
<td>53000399EYO</td>
<td>53000402EYO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Onyx Pearl (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>53001044EYO</td>
<td>53001044EYO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chopped Tour-Pak® Luggage**  
Fits ‘14-later Road King, Road Glide, Street Glide, Electra Glide® Standard, and select CVO™ models. Does not fit FLRT models. Separate purchase of H-D Detachables Two-Up or Solo Tour-Pak® Mounting Rack and applicable Docking Hardware is required. Separate purchase of Tour-Pak Lock Kit P/N 90300030 is required. ‘24-later FLTRXSTSE models require the separate purchase of Detachable Conversion Hardware P/N 54000337. Separate purchase of Hardware Kit P/N 53000105S is required for installation on ‘23-later FLHXSE and FLTRXSE models.

**CVO Primary Colors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid Color</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>P/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copperhead (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>530001050EXW</td>
<td>530001050EXW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden White Pearl (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>530001053EXX</td>
<td>530001053EXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legendary Orange (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>530001056EXX</td>
<td>530001056EXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Metallic (Color-Matched Hardware)</td>
<td>530001053EWR</td>
<td>530001053EWR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>